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Torrenting is more dangerous than ever. From governments trying to shut down copyright
infringements to hackers and malicious uploaders gunning for your private data the list just goes on.
Using reliable torrent sites and following some essential safety guidelines can help you minimize the

risk as much as possible. Third, get a VPN . A VPN encrypts your internet traffic and hides your IP
address and identity while you torrent. Read up on VPN services using our handy guide to the best
VPN services. If you decide to go with a free VPN, be careful, as a lot of free VPNs come with data

cap restrictions, and some can keep your internet traffic private, but not very secure. If you decide to
use a paid VPN, make sure to check out our current best VPN reviews to help you find the best one.

Fourth, save your downloads elsewhere . While there is a chance the torrent file itself is safe,
chances are it is not. Make sure to download your desired torrent file to a folder on your computer,
and make sure to never download torrents onto your computer from a torrent site. Otherwise, your
torrents can be taken down, and your entire computer can get locked out. Lastly, keep an eye on
your internet activity . If you look closely, you will find plenty of sites where you can block or filter

any torrent sites you may have trouble with. To keep track of those sites, use a browser addon such
as uTorrent Smarter Internet. It will monitor all your internet activities. If all this information seems

like a lot to take in, dont worry, we will walk you through the setup process step-by-step. In our
second video on this topic, we will show you how to download, install, and setup uTorrent. Not only
that, but we will also help you configure your VPN, plus we will show you some great proxy servers

we recommend.
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